Smart Classroom Training - MUMC
The New Code.....

MUMC - 214

MDCL 3rd Floor - 2145
User Name: mdcl3
Password: mdcl#
Locate the Crestron icon on the desktop and double click the left mouse button to open.
The Following Login screen appears

Using the mouse, enter 6967, then Click ‘Enter’
Once the code has been entered the follow screen appears, and the projector automatically turns on.
Selecting a Source - PC

Along the left side you will notice your available sources. Press the icon corresponding with the source you would like to project. Once pressed you will notice a yellow strip highlighting it as the active source. It should now be displayed on the projector.

The “Rack PC” is the PC located in the A/V equipment rack. A USB key/drive may be inserted into the front of the PC to load presentations, alternatively you may find a USB extension cable on top of the Rack.

A wireless mouse and keyboard may also be found in the rack. Please be kind and replace the mouse on its cradle so it may charge for the next group using the room.
NOTE: When using Rack PC, if after adjusting the volume you hear no or very low volume levels check the volume on the PC as it may be turned down or muted.
When connecting a laptop to display on the projection system, use the VGA connection in the rack located below the “Rack PC”.

To connect your laptop, using the VGA cable (not supplied in room), connect from the port on your laptop to the connection in the rack. Once this is done power on your laptop, you should now see it displayed on the projection screen. Some laptops require you to toggle a set of buttons to send the image to an external display.

When using a Macbook you will need to use an adaptor combined with a VGA cable, alternatively you can transfer the presentation onto a USB drive and load it on the local “Rack PC”.

You are responsible for providing your own dongle/adapter and VGA cable.

Need Help?
This Audio/Video input is located along the front of the rack, below the Rack PC. This can be utilized for connecting portable devices, such as a handheld camcorder. It could also be used for a stand-alone audio connection, for devices such as an iPod or MP3 player.
Using a USB memory stick

Located on the front of the Rack PC are two USB ports of which you can use to load a presentation. The following steps are used to locate the drive:

- Locate and open ‘my computer’ either on the desktop or via the start menu
- Open your USB drive
- Locate and open your presentation, or drag the file to the desktop
Follow these steps to shutdown the audio visual system. Afterwards you can close the window to exit this page, and logoff the PC.
Contact Information

- Erik Pechmann, pechm@mcmaster.ca  905-525-9140  x21601
- James Kent, jkent@mcmaster.ca  905-525-9140  x22433
- Chris Skrzek, skrzekc@mcmaster.ca  905-525-9140  x22816
- Richie Durand, rdurand@mcmaster.ca  Afterhours support